	
  

Internet Power LLP Hosting Terms and Fair Use Policies
1. These hosting terms and policies apply to the supply of domain and website hosting and/or related email
services by Internet Power LLP to you / your business.
2. These terms and policies are supplemental to Internet Power’s Terms and Conditions of Business.
3. Internet Power provides unlimited hosting for websites and for emails associated with your website domain
name through Hostgator, which is one of the largest hosting companies in the world.
4. In addition, your hosting is therefore subject to Hostgator’s Terms of Service and policies as well and you must
comply with these in order to use the service. http://www.hostgator.com/tos
5. Unlimited hosting means that you have a single dedicated "primary" hosting account, with a 1,000 megabyte
disk space allocation and 10,000 MB bandwidth and that you can create unlimited additional add-on domains
and built websites on these domains, up to your primary hosting account disk space and bandwidth allocation.
6. If you need additional bandwidth or disk space beyond your primary allocation, there may be an additional
charge.
7. All domains in your hosting account must be owned and controlled by you. You may not create add-on domains
and websites for friends, clients, employees etc, without written agreement in advance from Internet Power.
8. Internet Power unlimited hosting for add-on domains is intended to help smaller businesses and entrepreneurs
and professionals to add additional business or personal brand websites without additional hosting expenses.
For that reason, we primarily expect to host, and our hosting is designed to host, WordPress websites and
blogs, sales letters and optin pages, niche content sites and similar sites.
9. Internet Power hosting is therefore not appropriate for potentially server-intensive applications such as
shopping carts, social media sites, busy forums and media distribution or for the server resource demands of
large companies which are better suited to run on a dedicated server.
10. You may not use your hosting account to store unnecessary large data files or for personal file storage (such as
personal MP3 and JPG files), PC backup files, etc. Your hosting account may be suspended if you do, until the
problem is corrected.
11. You may host a single video or MP3 file which appears on your website. If you have a considerable number of
video or MP3 files, then you will need to arrange separate hosting for them - we recommend Vimeo Pro or
Amazon's S3 service, which are designed specifically for that purpose. Alternatively you can host your videos
on YouTube.
12. A few WordPress plugins that access other websites may also exceed your hosting capacity. Specific plugins
that we know cause problems and therefore do not allow, include: WP Mage, WP Robot, Unique Articles,
AutoContentCash.com Plugins (auto-content-answers, auto-content-video, etc.), DataFeedr, TubePress, WP O
Matic, WPVT Poster, YAAB (Yet Another Auto Blogger), along with all other "auto content" or "content
generation" plugins.
13. If any application starts to cause server problems due to security, memory resource usage, etc., we reserve the
right, entirely at our discretion, to disable the offending application until a solution can be implemented. Any
such solution is your responsibility to find and implement.
14. You may not offer server-based services such as linking services, FFA, statistics tracking services or filesharing through your websites and our hosting.
15. You may not install or use autoresponder, list manager, or other bulk mailer software. In addition you may not
use software such as blog or forum software to send mass email. We reserve the right to remove, and will
remove any such software as we find it, including WordPress plugins, from your sites at any time and without
notice. Standalone mailer examples include, but aren't limited to, ListMailPro, ARPReach, AutoresponsePlus,
ActiveCampaign, DadaMail, PHPList, and InterSpire Mailer. Similar Wordpress plugins, include, but aren't
limited to, WP Autoresponder And Newsletter Plugin, SendPress, Wysija Newsletters, MyMail, Newsletter, and
MailPress.
16. In addition, Internet Power cannot support traffic that is driven artificially through sources such as safe lists, hit
exchanges, autosurf, paid to surf, link exchanges, toolbars, and other mass traffic techniques & services,
whether paid or free. If you plan to use those types of services to drive traffic to some or all of your sites, then
you will need to arrange separate hosting. Specific popular services that aren't allowed include, but are not
limited to: trafficadbar.com, easyhits4u.com, entwined.com, adf.ly, and listjoe.com. Please note that if you use
these services, in violation of our terms of service, we may block those services and others as referrers from
either your hosting account, and/or server-wide, at any time. If you have purchased traffic from one of these
services, and we block that service as a referring web site, we are not responsible for any monetary or other
loss you may incur.
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17. You may not store credit card numbers, social security numbers, or other sensitive financial and personal data
on websites hosted here, whether in a database or not, and whether collected through a secure form or not.
18. Internet Power does not provide backups of your websites, databases and related services, unless specifically
agreed as part of our managed services for websites we have built for you. Backups of your websites are
entirely your responsibility and Internet Power is not responsible for any file or data loss or corruption due to
your failure to make appropriate backups. If your sites are built on WordPress, we recommend you install backup software such as BackupBuddy, which is a premium plugin and schedule regular backups.
19. It is your responsibility to be sure that any scripts and programs installed to your websites are secure, that
permissions are set properly and at the minimum level needed to run, and that your scripts and programs don't
consume excessive server or network resources. Please safeguard all of your user names and passwords,
make your passwords difficult to guess, and change your passwords often. These are very basic security
measures that you need to follow. You are ultimately responsible for any processes, security issues, or
resource issues generated by or from your websites and hosting account.
20. Any website that is found to contain a virus or any other malware may be suspended and isolated until the
offending software is removed. Removal is your responsibility.
21. Your websites and hosting account may only be used for lawful purposes and to promote lawful activities.
22. Internet Power reserves the right to refuse hosting services. Material that, in our view, is obscene, threatening,
illegal, violent, or violates our terms of service or acceptable use policies in any way may be removed from our
hosting, or public view of the offending material suspended, with or without notice.
23. You may not use your hosting account for hardcore porn sites, nor for the promotion of hardcore porn sites.
This prohibition specifically includes, but is not limited to, child pornography, and sites linking to or otherwise
promoting child pornography or anything perceived to be, or intended to be perceived as, child pornography.
Any site that appears to be violating child pornography laws or any other laws will be reported to the proper
authorities.
24. Other website activities specifically not permitted include autosurf, ptc, pts, and ppc sites, bank debentures and
bank debenture trading programs, banner ad services (commercial banner ad rotation), brute force
programs/scripts/applications, commercial audio streaming, escrow and bank debentures, file dump and mirror
scripts, forums and/or websites that distribute or link to warez, keygens, etc., pirated, and/or fraudulent sites,
hacker oriented sites, archives, and programs, hateful, racist, harassment, or violence oriented sites, high-yield
interest programs (hyip) or related sites, image hosting scripts and services, investment sites of an MLM or
tiered nature, ip scanners, irc scripts, bots, and servers, lottery sites, mail bomb and spam scripts, mailer pro,
muds, rpgs, and pbbgs, pirated software and warez sites, prime banks programs, proxy scripts and
anonymizers, sale or promotion of controlled substances, sites promoting illegal activities, and topsites.
25. Internet Power may disclose your information to law enforcement agencies without notification to you, in
response to a lawful request from such agencies. Internet Power cooperates fully with law enforcement
agencies.
26. Internet Power reserves the right to inspect and monitor any and all websites hosted to ensure compliance with
our terms and fair use policies, to help with monitoring server and network operations, and for other lawful
purposes. During inspections and monitoring, some or all data on websites hosted may be recorded or copied
as needed. Your use of Internet Power hosting services confirms your consent to such monitoring. We reserve
the right to require changes to any website, database, script, or other website component that does not comply
with our terms and policies. We also reserve the right to make any such website changes and modifications in
an emergency at our sole discretion.
27. If you give notice to end your monthly or annual services with Internet Power, all your hosting services,
including your emails, will be cancelled at the end of the notice period. You are responsible for transferring your
domains, emails and files to your new provider before the end of the notice period. If you wish, Internet Power
may be able to assist you with transfers, for which there will be a charge.
28. Internet Power makes no warranties of any kind, express or implied, about the hosting services or of fitness for
any particular purpose. Internet Power shall not be liable or responsible for any damage or losses your
business may suffer resulting from downtime, delays, no deliveries, wrong delivery, and any and all service
interruptions caused by Hostgator and/or Internet Power and their employees, contractors and agents.
29. These terms of service and acceptable use policies are subject to change from time to time, so please be sure
to review them regularly. Your continued use of our hosting service indicates your acceptance of all new and
changed terms of service and acceptable use policies, along with those previously published and unchanged.
30. These terms and conditions shall be governed by and interpreted in accordance with the law of England and
Wales and the courts of England and Wales shall have non-exclusive jurisdiction over any disputes.
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